Populations of hydrophobic amino acids within protein globular domains: identification of conserved "topohydrophobic" positions.
The 3D structural comparison of families of divergent homologous domains revealed two main populations of hydrophobic amino acids, one with a low and the other with a significantly higher mean solvent accessibility, allowing two regions of the core of protein globular domains to be distinguished. The side chains of hydrophobic amino acids in topologically conserved positions (positions in the structural alignment where only hydrophobic amino acids are found), which we call topohydrophobic positions, are considerably less dispersed than those of the other amino acids (hydrophobic or not). Mean distances between gravity centers of amino acids in topohydrophobic positions are significantly shorter than those for non-topohydrophobic positions and show that the corresponding amino acids are almost all in direct contact in the inner core of globular domains. This study also showed that the small number of topohydrophobic positions is a characteristic of the structural differences between proteins of a family. This criterion is independent of the sequence identity between the sequences and of the root-mean-square distance between their corresponding structures. Using sensitive sequence alignment processes it will be possible, for many protein families, to identify topohydrophobic positions from sequences only.